Référence : SETAC
Date : Sunday 22 may and Thursday 26 mai 2016
Nomber of people : 50 à100

TREASURE HUNT
On Jules Verne’s tracks
Nantes intra muros

Dive in Jules Verne’s Universe ans discover Nantes’ treasures !
The objective is to discover Jules Verne’s hidden treasure, in the heart of the city. The teams are launched
in a mysterious quest, full of enigmas and challenges, to reach their goal.
Following the start brief at the « cité des Congrès », the participants start their journey by searching for
clues in specific areas of the city. Those will lead them to find an old map, showing the place where the
treasure is supposed to be hidden.
Meanwhile, they discover the telltale spots of Nantes’ history and culture (the final « trip » is to be chosen
depending on departure and arrival areas) : The « Machines de l’île », the Cathedral, the « passage
Pommeraye », the Graslin Square, and typical quarters like Bouffay for example

Throughout the course, dressed up comedians make the show come alive and make the teams dive into
the quest : they provide clues and enigmas to further the game. They are met in historical places of Nantes,
but also in especially rent flats, furnished on Jules Verne’s theme (see next slide for photos). They may
also be met in especially reserved old boats, part of the historical heritage of Nantes.
Once the course ended, the teams meet once again on the area where the treasure is supposed to be
hidden. After finding the solution of the final enigma, they finish their quest ! The winners are then cheered
as they should !
On Jules Verne’s tracks Nantes intra muros

Activity from : 16.30 to 19.00
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This « wood and metal » hut in the center of Nantes was supposed to be the retiring place for Captain
Nemo, under the pen of his creator, Jules Verne

Including :
Travel and meal for the professional comedians,
2 professional comedians (one acting as a referee) (50 participants)
Or 3 professional comedians (one acting as a referee) (60 to79 participants)
Or 4 professional comedians (one acting as a referee) (80 to 100 participants)
The activity : creation, organization and management (for 6 stops per team + final stage)
Road books, maps and necessary material for each team, personnalized with logo.
Games, activities during the course, in interaction with our comedians
Especially rent flats (1) on the Jules Verne’s Theme for special stops
(if available at the time of booking)
Translation of all documents for English-speaking participants and teams
water for each participant
Gifts for the members of the winning team (to be determined)
Warranty and Public Insurance.

Not included
- One day Bus tickets for each participant on your charge
(very important as the activity is in the city center)
- Pic nic for the final brief on your charge

Confirmation or cancellation :
2 dates as final deadlines :
nd
 Wednesday 4 may to confirm or cancel the Treasure Hunt of the 22 may
th
 Monday 9 may to confirm or cancel the Treasure Hunt of the 24 may
The only problem can be the unavailability of the Jules Verne’s flats for special stops.
They would be replaced by another places
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